My shadow

I. New words
1. Shadow
2. Proper
3. Lazy
4. India-rubber ball
5. Butter cup
6. Arrant
7. Asleep
II.Synonyms:
1. India-rubber ball-a ball that can bounce very high
2. Butter cup-A yellow flower
3. Arrant-Bad
III.Read the lines from the poem and answer the following:
“He is very very like me
From the heels up to head”
1. Who does he refer to?
Ans: He refers to shadow.
2. Who does me refer to?
Ans: Me refers to the shadow in the poem.
3. Why are he and me alike?
Ans:He and me alike because he is the shadow of me.
V.Answer the following:
1. Why do you think your shadow look like?
Ans: I like my shadow looks like me.
2. Why do you think your shadow jumps into bed before you can?
Ans:When I go near my shadow falls on the bed before I can get into my bed.

3. What time of the day do you think when you shadow in the tallest?
*Morning
*Afternoon
*Night
Ans:I think my shadow is the tallest in the morning.
V.Fill in the blanks using one of the words given in brackets:
1.Where is the child whose parents have come to school.
(Who, whose,which)
2.I saw many houses which were quiet spacious.
(Which, who, whose)
3. Mathematics which is my favourite subject is so interesting.
(who ,which, that)
4. I know the street which he lives in.
(Whose,that,which)
5.The poem that you read out is so interesting.
(whose, which, that)
6.I like reading books which have pictures in it.
( That, who, which)
7.The old lady whom I met in your house is my neighbor.
( Whom, that, which)
VI. Complete this description by answering questions below:

Write a few lines on Mithoo and his little dog named shadow
1. What do you think is the name of the dog?
Ans:I think the name of the dog is shadow.
2.Why is she called that?
Ans: She is called because she follows Mithoo wherever he goes like a shadow.
3. What colour is she?
Ans:She is grey in colour.
4. Do you think she is friendly?
Ans: Yes.She is friendly.
5. What does she like to eat?

Ans:She likes to eat bones and bread.
VII.Do the actions as given below and observe which part or fingers of your
hand is being used:
Point at door
Scratch your chin

Comb your hair
Twist your ear

Touch your flower Bounce a ball
Draw with a pencil

Ans:
Actions

Part or fingers of your hand being used

Point at door

Fore finger

Comb your hair

Fingers and Thumb

Touch your flower

Forefinger

Bounce a ball

Fingers and Thumb

Twist your ear

Fore finger and fore finger

Draw with a pencil

Fore finger, Middle finger, Thumb

Scratch your chin

Fore finger and Thumb

VIII.Write a paragraph about “ Shadow”

A shadow is made when an object blocks light.The object must be opaque or
translucent to make a shadow.A transparent object will not make any shadow as
light will pass straight through it. Shadows made by the sun .Shadows occupies
all three –dimensional volume behind an object with light in front of it.The cross
section of a shadow is a two dimensional silhouette or reverse projection of the
object blocking the light.

